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Introduction

Focus on a key aspect of rural development:
ownership of land

Rural sector plays a much larger role in LDCs, esp.
with regard to population composition

Rural poverty typically higher than urban poverty, in
S Asia and S-S Africa

Ownership of land is the single most important
determinant of incomes, consumption, security and
social status

References: Ray, Development Economics, Ch 12
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Income and Consumption Across Land
Classes, West Bengal 2003

Our primary unit of analysis is agricultural land owned by a house-
hold for a number of reasons. The focus on land is natural given its
pre-eminent role in determining incomes, consumption and occupa-
tional patterns, and the fact that its measurement is prone to less
error than incomeor consumption. Table 1 provides evidence of the cor-
relation between land ownership and income, consumption and occu-
pation patterns. In panel A, which shows sources of income by land
category, we can observe that total income is highly correlated with
land ownership, due to the relevance of farm income in total income.
Wage earnings constitute themain source of income for landless house-
holds. Panel B shows patterns of consumption,wherewe observe a sim-
ilar pattern as in panel A: landed households have more access to
durable goods. Finally, in panel C we see that similar to panel A, the
main occupation of adults in landless households is non-agricultural
work. The proportion of household heads reporting cultivation on
owned land as their primary occupation rose from 12% amongmarginal
landowners to between 23 and 26% for those owning more land.

Choosing the household as the unit of observation is conventional in
studies of land inequality, in India and elsewhere, since land is typically
cultivated jointlywith sharing of resulting incomes by householdmem-
bers. Table 2 shows evidence of joint production. Specifically, it shows
that among households with at least one male adult engaged in self-
cultivation, the proportion of those with at least one pair of adult male
siblings engaged in self-cultivation rose from 6% among marginal land-
owners to 16% among small landowners, 32% among medium land-
owners, and over 40% among large and big landowners.9

Problems of attrition are low at the level of households, owing to low
rates of migration of entire households which co-exist with substantial
migration of individuals. In a follow-up survey conducted in 2011 with
the same set of households in the 2004 survey, only 15 households out
of the original sample of 2402 households could not be traced owing to
all its members having moved out. Over a seven year period this
amounts to an attrition of 0.62%. Extrapolating this to the 35 year period

covered by the survey, the attrition is estimated at 3.12%.10 And even if
allmembers of a householdwere tomove out, they could not carry their
land with them: they would have to sell or gift it to others remaining in
the village. Hence land transactions would not be under-measured
owing to attrition.

2.3. Data recall problems

The land history constructed for each household over the period
1967–2004 on the basis of a one-time survey in 2004 is potentially
prone to serious recall problems, as recalling the details of past changes
in landholdings over the past three decades can be a challenging task.
Investigators were specially trained to conduct interviews in a manner
that would help respondents remember and relate the land histories
of their household in a consistent manner. In order to gauge the signif-
icance of recall problems, we checked the consistency of reported land-
holdings in 1967 and 2004 with reports of land changes in the
intervening period. Starting with the 2004 land holdings, we added in
all transactions for any given year to compute the total land holdings
in the previous year. Repeating this iteratively, we calculated landhold-
ings for every previous year until 1967.11 We compare the estimated
landholdings in 1967 with that actually reported for that year. For

Table 1
Income, consumption and occupation by land ownership status.

land category Landless Marginal Small Medium Large Big

A. Household size
Average household size 4.64 4.80 5.67 6.76 7.93 9.11

B. Sources of income (rupees)
Farm income 676 5203 17,047 27,924 35,008 57,259
Wage income 1032 1466 309 43 0 0
Remittances 270 541 442 492 960 0
Other income 139 52 454 1022 760 0
Total 2117 7262 18,252 29,481 36,728 57,259

C. Consumption (food and durable goods)
Two meals a day (%) 88.18 91.01 96.92 97.66 98.00 92.59
Own house (%) 81.41 92.16 94.62 97.27 98.00 100.00
At least one cow (%) 55.66 65.85 80.00 87.50 90.67 92.59
TV (%) 26.65 25.16 49.23 53.91 72.00 85.19
Radio (%) 35.37 38.40 45.38 45.70 54.00 70.37
Refrigerator (%) 2.85 1.63 6.15 8.98 15.33 22.22

D. Occupation of adults in the household
Housework (%) 37.38 37.36 36.07 36.62 37.08 34.31
Student (%) 6.88 8.17 12.72 12.73 12.30 17.05
Employee (%) 5.57 4.55 4.39 4.86 7.03 6.91
Non-agricultural worker (%) 39.09 26.12 17.77 14.48 16.36 17.64
Agricultural worker (%) 10.09 11.91 1.95 1.47 0.56 0.00
Own cultivator (%) 0.56 11.64 26.42 29.03 26.06 23.16
N 1227 612 130 256 150 27

Data comes from responses at the time of the survey (2004). Land categories are defined as follows. Landless households donot ownagricultural land,marginal households ownbetween 0
and 1.25 acres, small households own between 1.25 and 2.5 acres, medium households own between 2.5 and 5 acres, large households own between 5 and 10 acres, and big households
own more than 10 acres. In D figures are constructed considering all household members older than 14, and only their primary occupation.

9 In this table, ‘self-cultivation’ is defined to take place if it is reported as either the pri-
mary or secondary occupation of the respondent.

10 This backward extrapolation is likely to over-estimate the attrition rate, since the mi-
gration of entire households increased during the 2000s in West Bengal: the Rural Eco-
nomic and Demographic Survey (REDS) displays a 1.24% yearly attrition for the
1982–1999 period, compared to a 1.38% for the 1999–2006 period (we thank Mark
Rosenzweig for providing us these numbers). In addition, overall migration rates also in-
creased in India during the same period: The NSS 38th round for 1983 reports migration
rates per 1000 inhabitants of 209 and 316 for rural and urban, respectively; while the
NSS 64th round for 2007–2008 reports corresponding rates of 261 and 354 (National
Sample Survey Office, 2010, statement 4.3). Our extrapolated attrition rate compares fa-
vorably with 4.7% attrition in the Indonesian Family Life Survey for a seven year period
(1993–2000), and an 8.2% attrition in the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth in the
US for 1979–1986.
11 For example, consider a household with 2 acres in 2004 that lost 1 acre due to house-
hold division in 1995 and bought 3 acres in 1970. Then, we would list the household as
owning 2 acres each year from 1995 to 2004, 3 acres from 1970 to 1995, and 0 acres from
1967 until 1970.

175P. Bardhan et al. / Journal of Development Economics 110 (2014) 171–190
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Why/How Land Matters in Rural Areas

Distribution of landownership therefore very
important determinant of rural inequality and
poverty

It also affects agricultural productivity

The productivity effect is less obvious: is a more
equal land distribution likely to generate higher or
lower productivity?

To answer this, need to understand different modes
of agricultural cultivation
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Modes of Agricultural Cultivation

OC: Owner Cultivated Farms, relying mainly on
household labor
T: Tenant Cultivated Farms, usually relying on
household labor; types of rental contracts:

Sharecropping
Fixed Rent

HL: Owner Managed Farms, cultivated by hired
labor (e.g., plantations, haciendas)

CC: communally owned and communally cultivated
(communes, kibbutzes)

COC: communally owned, but cultivated by
individual households (tribal lands)
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Table: Table 12.2: % Distribution of Farmland Across Different
Modes, 1970

Asia Africa L America

Owner Cultivation (OC, HL) 84.0 9.2 80.4
Tenancy (T full or in part) 16.0 32.1 11.8
Others (CC, COC) 0.0 58.7 7.8

Avg Farm Size (ha.) 2.3 0.5 46.5
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Mode of Cultivation and Farm
Size/Technology

OC, T: small farms (owing to use of family labor),
low tech, labor intensive (Asia)

HL: large farms, mechanized or labor intensive (L
America, parts of Asia)

CC: typically large, mechanized (Soviet, Chinese
communism)

COC: typically small, labor intensive (African tribal
society, post-1978 China)
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Large Land Redistribution Programs in
20th Century

Private Land Redistribution: Mexico (1930s),
Korea, Japan, Taiwan (1930-50), parts of India
(1970-2000), Brazil (1993-2002): HL to OC

Communal Land Redistribution: China (1978-1984),
Vietnam (1988-93): CC to COC/OC
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Other Types of Land Reforms

Land Purchase Grants/Loans: LRAD in S Africa
(2000–) to landless and tenants

Sharecropping Tenancy Regulations (security,
minimum share of tenant): parts of India
(1970-2000)

Formal Legalization of Informal Rights (Titling,
Registration, Mortgage and Sales): Argentina, Peru,
parts of Africa
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Productivity Comparisons Across Modes
of Cultivation

Focus on comparisons across OC, T, HL and CC

Three Factors of Production: land, labor, capital
equipment

Large farms (HL, CC) adopt more capital-intensive
(mechanized) technology which entails fixed costs

Small farms (OC, T) adopt labor intensive
production methods, as mechanization is not
cost-effective, and owners are not wealthy or
high-skilled
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Productivity Comparisons Across Modes
of Cultivation, contd.

Large vis-a-vis small farms: capital advantage, labor
efficiency disadvantage

Small farms rely on household labor for key
cultivation tasks: planting, irrigation, pest control,
land management etc

How does labor efficiency vary across different kinds
of farms? Related to incentives/motivation of
workers
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Labor Motivation Comparisons Across
Modes of Cultivation, contd.

OC farmers or fixed rent tenants: highly motivated
(appropriate 100% of marginal returns)

Sharecropping tenants: less motivated (appropriate
a fraction of marginal returns)

Large HL/CC farms: even less motivated
(appropriate 0 or tiny fraction of marginal returns)

HL/CC farms require supervisors to check on work
effort of production workers, but supervisors
themselves have to be motivated
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Worker Incentives: Theory

Fix land size and capital: farm revenue R(e)
increasing in worker effort e, subject to diminishing
returns

Effort disutility of worker C (e), increasing in e, at
an increasing rate

Socially optimal effort e∗: where marginal return to
effort MR(e∗) equals marginal disutility MC (e∗)
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Worker Incentives: Theory, contd.

OC farm: worker is owner, e chosen to maximize
R(e)− C (e) −→ e = e∗

Tenant with fixed rent r̄ : maximize
R(e)− r̄ − C (e) −→ e = e∗

Sharecropping tenant with share s of farm return:
maximize sR(e)− C (e) −→ e < e∗
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Worker Incentives in Large HL/CC Farms

Large HL/CC farm: earn fixed wage, or infinitesimal
share s of farm revenue −→ e approximately zero,
unless closely supervised

Supervisors also have to be motivated to supervise,
e.g., with bonuses that depend on revenues
generated of farmers that they supervise

Supervision costs S(e), increasing in e; min. worker
wage has to be w(e) = C (e)

Owner-manager selects e to maximize
R(e)− C (e)− S(e) −→ e < e∗
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Analogous Urban Contexts

Transport: driver owned taxis vs. drivers leasing
taxis vs. mass transit

Restaurants: family-owned restaurants vs.
family-renting restaurants vs. franchises vs.
supermarket food outlets

Tailoring: family-operated tailor business vs. mass
produced garments

Medical/Legal services: doctor/lawyer-owned
practice vs. hospital/corporate law firms
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Economies of Scale versus Small is
Beautiful

Large farms/firms have capital/scale/technology
advantage

Small farms/firms that are OC/franchises have labor
efficiency advantage

Which is more important?
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Economies of Scale versus Small is
Beautiful

Answer depends on the product:
wheat/corn/cattle-raising vs. rice/vegetables;
garments vs. food preparation

When labor efficiency/attention/service quality is
more important (rice, food prep.), small farms/firms
outperform large ones

Large farms superior when mechanization is more
important
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Implications for Productivity Effects of
Land Reforms

Land redistribution from large landowners (HL) or
communes (CC) to landless: replace HL/CC with
small OC farms

In corn/wheat/cattle contexts, likely to lower
agricultural productivity (loss of scale economies,
skill etc.): Zimbabwe, big concern in post-apartheid
S Africa

In rice/vegetable growing areas, likely to raise
agricultural productivity
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Empirical Evidence on Farm Size and
Productivity

Tables 12.6, 12.7 in text: ratio of yields
(income/output per acre) in small to large farms
varies between 2:1 in India, to 2.7:1 in Pakistan,
1.5:1 in Malaysia, and 5.6:1 in Brazil

Experience of many large land reforms: significant
increases in agricultural output followed (Mexico
(early 1940s), Japan, Korea (1950-60), China
(1978-84)

Combined with large reductions in poverty and
inequality
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Summary

Important land redistribution programs in Mexico,
East Asia, China
Effects on agricultural productivity depend on how
they affect the cultivation mode (capital/scale/skill
vs. labor efficiency)
Evidence shows small farms are more productive,
hence such redistributions also raise agricultural
output and growth in general
Next session: critical reassessments of the empirical
evidence, political/administrative problems of
implementation, some recent ‘softer’ kinds of land
reforms (tenancy regulations, subsidized land grants)
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